How to rebuild a ford 3 speed manual transmission

This includes the Ford and Mercury 3 speed overdrive transmissions from through We do not
repair any automatic transmissions. If you are confident in your skills and wish to simply
purchase the parts you need, please call our sales office to check price and availability for the
items you need. We offer an online parts price guide see link below with many of the popular
pieces listed. Not all items are listed so be sure to check with us if you don't see it online. Click
here for info on the book. If you would prefer to send your transmission here in Cincinnati, Ohio
for service, please contact us for more specific information. We request that all service jobs be
discussed and reserved in advance. We normally allow about 4 weeks for a repair job, although
it can take longer if a particular part must be located from outside of our parts stock. Regular
three speed transmissions can be shipped via UPS, in a compact wood crate to prevent
damage. This will protect your transmission, and provide the packaging for the return shipment.
We will no longer accept transmissions sent to us in cardboard cartons. We have developed a
crate design that works well for the early Ford 3 speed transmissions up through We
recommend building a crate with general dimensions of about 16" x 16" x 36" long, using the
same type materials as the above crate. You will have to place wood cross braces and supports
inside to handle these longer transmissions, including the overdrive types. All transmission
cores sent to us for rebuilding must be shipped via UPS Ground in a wood crate. We will not
accept LTL truck shipments as we do not have sufficient driveway footage to allow long trucks
to maneuver. The maximum weight for UPS Ground shipments is lbs. Please contact us before
building a crate if you are not sure of making the weight limit. You may also bring your
transmission to our shop for rebuilding. Please call ahead to schedule a drop-off. We have the
special tools and equipment in our shop, plus the experience of many rebuilds to provide you
with competent and efficient repair of your transmission. There is a charge for the casting
cleaning process including repaint for the four pieces that make up the overall housing. This is
a thermal bake process plus a media blast before paint standard colors: cast blast gray, black,
antique Ford green, or antique Ford blue. We do not quote a standard rebuild charge since we
do not know in advance what parts might be needed beyond the usual bearings, seals, gaskets,
etc. Once we have completed the teardown and inspection of your gearbox and gears, we will
contact you with an estimate of your total cost of the rebuild. A common question is how much
do we charge for a rebuild. A regular three speed toploader transmission typically takes about
six hours actual shop time to do a normal teardown, cleanup, and reassembly. Regular side
loader transmissions take about 6. Overdrive units Borg Warner type will take a minimum of 11
hours but can take up to 14 hours depending on the level of rusted or damaged parts. The
balance including return shipping cost will be assessed on completion of the work. All rebuild
work must be paid by credit card. We welcome customers who wish to visit the shop or plan to
drop off your transmission, but require that you make an appointment ahead of time. Our shop
is located in the eastern Cincinnati area southwest Ohio. Please call for directions. If you wish
to purchase a complete rebuilt transmission, we can build it to order, subject to availability of all
the necessary components for your specific transmission application. We do not require a core
transmission, nor do we offer an exchange program. If you have a core transmission that you
would like to send us for credit, we will gladly accept that for evaluation toward any credit value
on the parts, subject to our inspection of the transmission or individual gears as may apply.
Core transmissions or internal gears must be shipped prepaid to our Milford location, and
MUST include full name, address, and contact telephone number with the shipment. We suggest
that you contact us prior to shipping core items to us. Please call us to discuss building a
complete transmission and for price quotations. Effective beginning February , all transmission
shipments will be handled ONLY on Wednesdays due to the logistics of transporting the
complete core or the finished transmission to the local UPS facility. Your rebuild might be
completed on a Wednesday but the final transaction and shipment may not occur until the
following Wednesday. We apologize for any inconvenience or delay resulting from this policy.
Also, effective July , UPS will be charging surcharges for heavy articles that are shipped to a
residential address. Our address here in Milford, Ohio is a commercial address. However, when
we return the rebuild to you, a surcharge may apply if we are sending the crate to your
residential address. If you have an option to have it sent to a commercial address near you,
please consider checking that out to save yourself money, and let us know. Transmission Parts
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Ford produced from to is metaphorically and physically next to its famed Flathead engine. It
never was the strongest option but it more than compensated with abundance; Ford installed a
variant of the design in every one of the cars and light trucks it built during those 18 years. And
Ford built millions of vehicles during that period. Two things especially endeared that
transmission to enthusiasts. For one, technology developed at a whirlwind pace from to and
Ford's design bears testimony to that evolution. What's more, Ford's philosophy of incremental

improvement means many of the parts interchange. Externally the cases are nearly identical,
making it possible to simply replace the crudest gearbox with the most developed one from a
passenger car. But more importantly, with some gymnastics and fancy language, bits and
pieces of the latest versions can be used to update the earliest. That wasn't lost on bucks-down
enthusiasts who needed to repair an ailing transmission in a pinch. With nearly two decade's
worth of transmissions to choose from, an enthusiast had no excuse but laziness to let a Ford
lie derelict because of a broken transmission. Naturally, fondness for Ford's beloved box waned
as technology evolved. But a funny thing happened over the past 20 or so years: The vintage
revival made stars of Ford's engines, axles, and of course its faithful gear changers. That
reinvigorated popularity in the light of a radically diminished donor pool turned gray iron into
gold. A learning curve accompanies that newfound popularity though. Even if you were born
during the hot rod's first golden period chances are you weren't old enough to gather real
experience with old Ford transmissions the first time around. We need instruction. Though
we're nowhere near the first to do so since the revival's start and we're equally limited to outline
a comprehensive account, here's our bid to explain what goes on inside an old Ford gearbox.
You likely recognize our guide. Frank Wallic has a unique combination of traits: He's an amateur
like most of us but tackles jobs that would make most professionals blush. He's probably most
famous for his rivet work, specifically for the warbird-style seats that he builds. For that reason
he usually adopts cheeky names like Rosie the Riveter but we're thinking of referring to him
from now on as Fearless for his enthusiasm to tackle projects most enthusiasts consider
daunting, if not forbidding. As part of his roadster's construction, Wallic and his longtime pal
and early Ford gearbox guru Ron Keilwitz, ran though an old Ford gearbox. And as usual he
documented the progress. Wallic describes the rebuilding process as quite effortless, or at least
they make it appear that way. Technically bearing installation requires a hydraulic press, " but
you could get the same results by just heating the bearing with a torch and tapping it in place
with a pipe," he maintains. That's not to say this is mindless work. The disassembly process,
which we unfortunately can't do justice, requires considerable inspection and judgment.
Though tough, these transmissions are still vulnerable to chipped teeth, pitted shafts,
wallowed-out shift mechanisms, and outright broken cases, just to name a few. And as a result
of the evolution the Ford gearbox underwent, there are near countless variations. Straight-cut
First and Reverse gears made way to quieter helical gears. The case grew several times to
accommodate various clutches and gear diameters. The shift hubs and forks got wider. At one
point Ford divorced the shifter from the case and moved it to the steering column shift
mechanism aside, the rebuild procedure is the same. The tailhousing changed several times to
fit various chassis and the driveshaft changed from an enclosed design to a fully exposed one.
And those are the obvious changes. Ford altered the internals subtly over the years. Ford bored
its countershaft gear aka cluster gear with two diameters over the years. And in some years
Ford produced both styles. Ford also offered at least four variations of thrust washers for the
rear of the countershaft gear. One had five teeth on its perimeter; the other two staggered pairs.
Later transmissions could have either a single thick washer with four raised prongs or two thin
washers. Many parts interchange but they don't do so without the proper corresponding ones. It
takes a fair bit of knowledge to u
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nderstand which parts fit with what, and that's something that we can't cover fully in the space
we have. That would literally require a book. And few books rank with the one Mark VanPelt
publishes. It outlines the seemingly infinite combinations possible by mixing and matching
parts. VanPelt also offers a considerable catalog of replacement parts, which makes it a lot
easier to source new bits for old bones. And finally, it does cover the shift tower assembly and
side-shift variations that we can't resolve here. Though we reduced it to its elements the
process that follows isn't exactly an oversimplification of the rebuild process. It really is that
easy, another thing that endears Ford's old transmission to every generation that discovers it.
Rebuild one and you too just may fall in love with one of the most beloved beasts of burden,
Ford's early three-speed transmissionâ€”Dearborn's donkey. Close Ad. Chris Shelton writer
Frank Wallic photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

